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RECENT ADVANCES 

IN 

ROMAN ARCHILEOLOGY. 

the 2ISt of last April, the traditional birthday of the 

city 

of Romulus, the 
German Institute for Archaological Correspondence at Rome celebrated the 

\ fiftieth anniversary of its foundation. Many distinguished members of the so 

4>gl} ciety were present, from France, Germany, and Italy. Learned essays by 
some of the most eminent archxologists of Europe were read and discussed, 
and addresses delivered appropriate to the occasion. At the banquet in the 

evening there was a pleasant exchange of international courtesies, and the cosmopolitan charac 
ter of archaaological scholarship was fully recognized. On the following day, at the residence 
of the German Minister, in the presence of the King and Queen of Italy and other representa 
tives of royalty, a unique series of classical tableaux vivans was exhibited under the direction of 

Dr. Wolfgang Helbig, one of the Secretaries of the Institute. Scenes from ancient history and 

mythology were rendered with an accuracy of representation which easily carried the admiring 

spectators back to the court of Augustus and the studio of Pheidias. 
The history of the work which this famous Institute has performed is practically the record 

of the progress of classical archaeology for the last half-century. The precise character of this 

work is very clearly indicated by the name which the society bears, the " German Institute 

for Archaological Correspondence at Rome." The activities of the Institute have been carried 

on chidfly by correspondence through the associated action of archaeological scholars residing 
in the various literary centres of Europe. Yet from the very beginning of its labors the 

Institute has been under the inspiration and guidance of German scholarship. Its Bulletini 

and Annfa/li have been published in Italian, but Teutonic genius has from the first directed its 

researches and ruled in its councils. - Of the five scholars who founded the society, in 1829, 
three were Germans, Bunsen, Gerhard, and Kestner; one, Fea, an Italian; and the fifth, Thor 

waldsen, a Dane; while a large proportion of its members have always been of German nation 

ality. The adoption of the Institute as an establishment in ordinario of the German Empire 
occurred in I87I, since which date the domicile of the society has been transferred to Berlin, 

although Rome has continued to be, as before, the seat of its archaeological labors, and the place 
whence its publications are issued. The choice of the locality in which the activities of the 

Institute should be carried on was a matter of even greater moment than the constitution of the 

society itself. In making Rome the centre of its operations, the theatre of its meetings, and 

the source of issue of its various publications, the founders of the German Institute showed their 

appreciation of the unique place which Rome has held for centuries, as the universal treasure 

house of classical antiquities and the metropolis of the ancient world of art. Partly to this fact 

that.at Rome arckeological studies have been so long systematically pursued under the stimulus 
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of learned societies like the Institute for Correspondence, and partly to the increasing interest 
which is felt in Rome itself, -an interest which from generation to generation attracts to this 
great city of visible history, as to a shrine of genius and of learning, all lovers of the old 
humanities, -is due the present pre-eminence of Roman archwology over all other branches 
of this most fascinating of sciences. Notwithstanding the attraction of those new and larger 
questions which the late discoveries at Mycenae, in Cyprus, and in Asia Minor have brought 
into prominence, and in spite of all the interest which properly attaches to the antiquities 
of the remoter East, and to the development of Hellenic art, the monuments of the ancient 
civilizations of Rome which are almiost daily unearthed from Italian soil exert the old-time 
spell, and the magic of Roman archaology easily proves its superiority to every other kind of 
antiquarian sorcery. Of late years a number of new laborers have appeared upon the scene, 
new societies have been formed, and many valuable works issued. The first year of the present 
decade, when the ancient rigimne of the Papacy was succeeded by the beneficent rule of a con 
stitutional monarchy, was the beginning of a new era in Roman archaology; and the progress 
in archaeological studies at Rome since the transfer of the city from sacerdotal to secular con 
trol has been rapid and significant. Not only has fresh zeal been infused into the regular work 
of discovering and interpreting the monuments of antiquity, but better methods of research have 
been employed. Whether in making excavations for archaeological purposes alone, or in follow 
ing the track of the extensive diggings which have been made in laying out the new quarter 
of the city, the archaeologists at Rome have proceeded in a truly scientific manner; applying 
sound principles of comparison and induction, and seeking at every point for traces of ancient 
topography and architectural remains, as well as for those movable treasures of art which have 

been gradually filling the rooms of the newv museum on the Capitoline. 
In endeavoring to place before the readers of the AMERICAN ART REVIEW some of the 

steps of this remarkable progress, and at the same time to report the present condition of 

Roman archaeology, I shall point out somewhat in detail the various directions which these 

researches have taken. 
I. The connection of topography with archaeology is now recognized as of fundamental im 

portance. Fully to understand any monuments of antiquity, we must first know something of 

their relative positions; while, in the identification of many of these recovered monuments, 

topographical questions often take precedence of all others. More than this even. The genius 

of an ancient people finds expression, not only in the separate works of architecture and 

sculpture which adorn *its capital city, but in their entsemnble as well. And so the direction of 

the walls and the order of the gates of ancient Rome, the paths of the long lines of aqueducts 

which supplied it with water, the courses of the streets and the shapes of the public squares, 

the situation of the temples and basilicas, the porticos and colonnades,- these and similar topics, 

which in the first instance are merely matters of local geography, form an essential part of 

the archaology of the city. In the excavated soil of the modern capital of Italy, the arche 

ologist searches not for rare and beautiful works of merely artistic interest; but in and through 

these antiquities, and in and through every line and curve, every bone and socket, of the Great 

Fossil whose disjecta mernbra the excavations lay bare, he looks with straining vision for the 

features of the mighty Rome of the past, tries to catch sight of the city of the Caesars under the 

city of the Popes, and, by the aid of the lenses which his science puts into his hands, seeks to 

make out the Rome of King Numa beneath the Rome of King Humbert. 

*In carrying on their topographical studies at Rome, the arch2o1ogists of former generations 
labored under many obvious difficulties. Until the present decade extensive excavations were 
undertaken only at rare intervals; while those who engaged in them seldom had any other object 
in view than the recovery of antique treasures of art to enrich some foreign gallery or local 

museum. " The princes," says Boissier, " who since the Renaissance have had excavations made 
in the soil of ancient cities, have sought only for statues, curiosities, objects of art, to adorn their 
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palaces. If by good luck they came upon some grand edifice underground, they first gutted the 

building, and then made haste to cover Up the ruins." Even when researches were begun at 
Rome for purely scientific purposes, they were seldom carried far enough to settle any of the 

mooted problems of topography; while the disputes of scholars of different schools over these 

perplexing questions, the very data of which they had not yet obtained, hindered the advance of 

archaeological knowledge, and threw discredit on the science of archaeology itself. One needs only 

to look at a view of the Foruzm Romanium taken at the beginning of the present century, to see 

the impossibility of ascertaining the names and relative positions of its various buildings at a time 
when the larger part of this famous area was hidden under fathoms of accumulated soil. To-day 

we can see the ancient Forum in nearly its whole length and breadth. The columns, rostra, 

temples, and basilicas of this little centre of the classic city, once the throbbing heart of ambi 

tious Rome, have revealed their sites, and in many instances furnished abundant indications of 

their original appearance. And the work done here in the Forum represents only a single 
section of the explorations which have been so extensively carried on, since 1870, in various 
quarters of the ancient city. On the plateau summits of the Esquiline, Quirinal, and Viminal 

hills, where the new Rome has been gradually rising, covering with modern edifices the area 
once occupied by three of the Regionzes of Augustus, and along the great thoroughfare of the 

Via Nazrionale, the diggings which have been made for the foundations of new houses, the 

courses of new sewers, and the lines of new streets, have enabled the archaologists to rescue 

many an important scrap of topographical information, and add new features to the historical 

picture of the vanished city. Portions of the old Servian wall have come to light in many 

places, and the stone-masons' marks on some of the tufa blocks have opened a new controversy 

as to the age when a written alphabet was in use at Rome. On the Esquiline the Horti 

Meceniatianii and the Horti Lamniani have been explored to a considerable extent, revealing their 

rich adornments in sculpture and painted halls, and giving, us a good idea of the surroundings of 

those princely palaces which stood in this quarter of the city in the days of Casar Augustus. 

The so-called Odeuim or Auditoriuim of Mecenas, which was unearthed in this region in I874, 

is perhaps the most interesting souvenir of the Imperial age which Rome contains. Its frescoed 

walls bear witness to a much better style of decorative painting than we find in Pompeii, while 

the curious little building derives addititional attractiveness from the discussion of the archa 

ologists as to its real character. Was it, as many maintain, a veritable recitation-hall attached 

to the palace of the great premier, wherein the famous poets of the day were wont to read 

their verses to their patron and the courtly circle of his friends and admirers? Or was it, as 

Dr. Mau so ably contends, only a half-subterranean conservatory, and the semicircular steps 

at one end, of uneven width and height, made, not for seats, but to receive the different-sized 

flower-pots which were arranged here? Whatever its uses may have been, it is gratifying to 

know that the municipal authorities have taken it under their protection, restored its ancient 

roofing of glass, and intend to preserve it unaltered, as a most valuable memorial of the old 

city of the Caesars. 

On the Palatine hill, which, to those who visited Rome before 1870, must have seemed a 

gigantic and inexplicable honeyromb of ruins, the Rome of three epochs, regal, republican, 
and imperial, has risen as it were from the ashes, enabling the modern architect to reconstruct 

from the abundant remains this marvellous region of the " Palaces of the Caesars," with its 

important relics of the earlier glories of the city. 
II. But it is in the great accession of art treasures which these later excavations have yielded, 

that the general reader will take the liveliest interest. Merely to enumerate these recently found 
objects of art would require more space than can here be given. A new museum filled with 
valuable busts and statues, bronzes, gems, rilievi, and terra-cotta ware, has sprung up as by 

magic on the Capitoline hill, and now divides with the old museum of the Capitol and the 

famous collections of the Lateran and the Vatican the admiration of the art-loving, pilg,rim at 
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Rome. Foreign journals and magazines have, from time to time, announced, though with an 
aggravating poverty of description and discussion, some of the more important of these interest 
ing objects. But an accurate and discriminating knowledge of such treasure-trove is of necessity 
a work of time, requiring the labors of many students in the various branches of the archae 
ology of art. 

Perhaps the best known of the marble statues which the new museum contains is the 
Esquiline Venus, or the Ventus Lamiana, so called from the place of its discovery in the 
grounds on the Esquiline anciently occupied by the gardens of the noble family of the Lamiae. 

When it first saw the light, in December, I874, the statue was heralded to the world as a work 

of art which would take rank above even the Venus de' Medici. Later studies of this statue by 
competent critics have clearly shown that those who first made known its charms were either the 
unconscious victims of the mania of the age for sensational reporting, or were very slenderly 
equipped with archaological knowledge. That we have in this Venus of the Esquiline a late 
Roman copy of a good original, is now evident to all who have seen the marble itself, or its 

photographic representations. It is equally certain that the statue is neither "the loveliest 
female figure in existence," nor in any way worthy of a place among the masterpieces of 

ancient sculpture. The copyist not only failed to represent the full grace and beauty of the 

original which he had in mind, but was apparently under the spell of some living model of 
hardly more than average loveliness. 

Another statue which now adorns the new museum, and which is perhaps better entitled 
than any other to the post of honor as the gem of the collection, is that of the so-called 

Youthiful Apollo withz the Lyre. This statue was found in fragments in the vicinity of the Villa 

Caserta on the Esquiline, .in June and November, I876. It is of Greek marble, the surface of 

which has been partly corroded by its age-long burial in the soil, and stands a little over 

five feet in height. It represents a graceful youth, whose features wear an expression of pen 

siveness passing into melancholy. The head is covered with rich masses of hair, which fall 

upon the neck in wavy curls. In the right hand is held the broken end of a t6rch or a' 

plectrum. Assuming that this fragment belonged to the last-named object, the director of the 

museum has restored the missing left arm and hand as holding the lyre. If this restoration is 

correct, we have in this beautiful statue a rare representation of the "god of poesy and light" 

in the very bloom of his youth. 

A third statue belonging to the new collection has been the subject of a similar discussion 

as to the name which it should bear. In the catalogue of the museum it is designated as an 

"Infant Hercules," and under this title Cav. C. L. Visconti has given us a detailed description 7 

of the statue in the first number of the Bullettino de la Commissione Archeologica Municipale 
di Roma. But Mr. Charles I. Hemans, in the chapter upon "Recent Discoveries" in his ad 

mirable volume entitled Historic and Monumental Rome, refers to the statue as an "Infant 

Hercules, or an Amor as Hercules"; and an American scholar, Mr. Henry W. Haynes, has 

defended the second of these titles in an interesting letter communicated to Scribner's Monthly 

(July, I879, pp. 46I, 462). 
For descriptions of other notable works in sculpture, which the new museum possesses 

as the rich fruits of recent excavations, I must refer the reader to the interesting pages of 

the Roman Bullettino from which citations have already been made. Many of these works 

are so clearly distinguishable as to give rise to no controversy over their names. Such are the 
admirable busts of Pompeia Plotina, Didia Clara, and Antonia, each one of which is a most 
valuable addition to the iconography of Roman women of rank. Such also is the unique semi 
figure of the Emperor Commodus represented as Hercules, in which the beauty of the work 

manship, the rarity of the design, the richness of the ornamentation, and the accuracy of 
the portraiture combine to give a special interest to this fortunately recovered sculpture. To 
the same class finally belong the half-statues of Tritons, the beautiful fountain in the form of 
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an antique rhyton, and the excellent statues of Urania and others of the "Muses nine." Those 
to whom the Italian Bullet/ii are not accessible, will find a very readable and fairly illustrated 
description of some of the treasures of the new museum in the number of Scribuer's Monthly 
for May, I 879. 

Besides the sculptured works which the excavations of late years have given us, the paint 
ings which have thus been brought to light deserve attention, both from the character of the 
subjects which they represent, and the style in which they were executed. 

In the year I876, the remains of a Nymphaum of the time of the Antonines came to light 
in the diggings for the new quarter of the city. The walls were found to be frescoed in a very 
peculiar manner, unlike any of the styles of decoration which prevailed at Pompeii. The back 
grounds in the panelled division of the walls are painted in the familiar Pompeian colors, but in 

the centres of the several compartments mosaics have been introduced representing some species 
of aquatic plants. The lower parts of the wall, finished in marble, have been made to project 
slightly from the upper portion, and the general impression is thus given of plants really growing 
in the water, with only the stems and blossoms appearing above the surface. To heighten this 
illusion, water has been actually introduced into the wall, and, by means of hidden pipes, forced 
to the ceiling, whence it trickles down over the painted steps of the pilasters into some 'con 
cealed receptacle below. 

Of equal significance in the history of the development of the art of painting in the old 

Roman world, and of far greater importance from the nature of the subjects treated, is the series 
of wall pictures in the Columbarium of Statilius Taurus, which was discovered in I875, on the 
Esquiline hill, near the Porta Maggiore. These frescos, though comparatively small in size, are 

in the best style of Roman art, excellent both in drawing and in composition. They represent 
scenes from the early legendary histories of Lavinium and Rome, beginning with the treaty 
between AEneas and King Latinus, and ending with the shepherd life of the grown-up Romulus 
and Remus. Not only do these legends differ in many important respects from those which 

Virgil has so exquisitely wrought into the fabric of the AEneid, but there is good evidence for 

the view advocated by Signor Brizio in his valuable monograph on the Columbarium, that these 

diminutive wall pictures were copied from the larger rilievi of some earlier temple or other 

public edifice, and in point of time precede, perhaps by an entire century, the period when 

the Virgilian epic was composed. In whatever light, then, the frescos of the tomb of Taurus 

are considered, whether as illustrations of the method of decorating the old Roman sepulchres, 
as showing the superior style of this form of art in works of the period just preceding the 

Empire, or as indicating the general cycle of popular legends from which the great Augustan 

poet derived the well-known stories of his immortal epic, the discovery of such a series of wall 

pictures is an event of more than ordinary importance in the annals of Roman archaeology. 

The almost entire absence of any similar representations from the mythological history of Rome, 

among the hundreds of paintings which have been found at Pompeii, gives additional interest 

to these frescos of the Roman Columbarium. 
The very beautiful wall frescos which have been discovered in the grounds of the Villa 

Farnesina have now been successfully removed from the rooms to which they belonged, and 

their artistic merits will before long be made known to the world. 

III. While the archaology of Pagan Rome has made these rapid advances during the remark 

able decade of discovery which is now so near its close, there has been an equally gratifying 

progress in Christian archaeology. The greatly increased knowledge which we now possess of 

the Roman Catacombs and of early Christian art is almost wholly due to the indefatigable zeal 

and scholarly activities of a single archaeologist, the distinguished Commendatore Gio. Battista 

de Rossi. Records of these advances have from time to time been given to the learned world 

in the pages of De Rossi's Bullet/mao di Archeologia Cris/iana. But the recent publication of 

the third and most imnportant volume of his gre at work, Romga So//eranea, has led Messrs. 
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Northcote and Brownlow, De Rossi's English editors, to prepare a revised and largely rewritten 
edition of -their book, which has just been issued in London in two handsome and finely illus 
trated octavos, treating respectively of the history of the Catacombs and of Christian art. In 
these scholarly volumes the English reader will obtain complete and accurate information upon 
nearly everything that relates to the Roman Catacombs. Not only will he learn the results of 
De Rossi's researches, but he will be able also to comprehend and follow the methods by which 
these results have been reached. De Rossi's labors in the principal of these Roman cemeteries, 
viz. the Catacomb of St. Callixtus, are perhaps the most interesting, as they have been the 
most fruitful. As Mommsen well says: " By. these labors a degree of chronological precision 
has been attained, both with regard to Christian epigraphy, painting, and many other branches 
of archaology to which the objects found in the Catacombs belong, which cannot be looked 
for in any other field of archaeological research." But in other parts of these extensive subter 
ranean cemeteries of the early Christians, De Rossi has accomplished equally scientific and 
important work; and his labors have been lately rewarded by several valuable discoveries. 

Chief among these may be mentioned the refinding and thorough excavation of the Basilica 
of St. Petronilla connected with the very early Catacomb of St. Domitilla. This basilica is of 
a later age than the Catacomb, and is nearly as large as the great Basilica of S. Lorenzo. 

Interesting memorials were discovered in it of the two chamberlains of St. Domitilla, SS. Nereus 
and Achilleus, by whose names this Catacomb has sometimes been designated. One of these is 
a marble votive column, bearing a rilievo which represents the martyrdom of Achilleus. A 

memorial of St. Petronilla has also come to light. This is a fresco found on the wall of an 

arcosoli1m behind the basilica. It represents the person who had been buried in this tomb, a 

matron named Veneranda, as having just arrived in paradise, where she is received and welcomed 
by Petronilla, her saintly patroness. The date of the fresco cannot be exactly fixed, though 
De Rossi assigns it to a period before the fifth century. The doctrine which it illustrates was 
taught by Christian writers who were contemporary with the paintinig, and the fresco is thus of 
special value, as showing how quickly the developing ideas of the early Church found expression 
in forms of art. 

HENRY G. SPAULDING. 
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